
FRESHER ALEX 4 SOCIAL SEC 
(pls vote for me, PLS) About Me

I’m a first-year film 
student (which means I do 

no work and attend every 
social ever) that loves 

socials (come buds). I’m 
also an amazing skier 
(6/10, slight lack of 

technique) so you’ll 
absolutely see me 

shredding* on the slopes 
(come tour, BOTH).
*disclaim Fun photo of me waiting for the bus to 

AfterJam wearing my Wozza Snow boonie
(buy merch, come afterjam). Some 
unspeakable things were done at the back 
of that bus. As social sec I will make sure 
we do events such as AfterJam and BUDS 
even bigger than this year!

Me thoroughly enjoying the 
Warwick Snow après takeover 
on tour (again, come tour). If 
you vote me as social sec, you 
can be SURE that there will 
be LOADS of house parties 
and socials where you get to 
listen to your favourite 
Warwick Snow DJs mix some 
fat drums. 
(MESOPOLONICA) 

Why me I hear you asking yourselves?
- I am a committed Snow member, who LOVES (yes loves) the club!!! 
- I’m a friendly face, who is happy to talk to anyone at any time (especially on floor 5 of the library, it’s not my 

fault you guys do real degrees)
- I will organize the best socials! Fun, themed bar crawls, amazing circles and circle themes, THE LOT!
- As someone who didn’t join snow until week 6, I understand that it can be quite a daunting experience joining a 

big club like Snow (that was me once guys, I know, crazy right?), so I will ensure that new members ALWAYS have 
someone (who is really awesome, cool and has great fashion sense) to talk to at socials

- I have cool hair (yes, that is genuinely one of my points and no, I feel no shame in listing it as one)
- I do literally come to almost every social, so there will be no worries about my attendance to socials such as Circle 

and T-bar Tues. (Can’t say the same about Access tho, soz Prij, NOT, hehehe, see im funny too, vote for me)
- I will absolutely encourage (and convince) new Fresh to join Snow and come to weekly socials, such as circle (and 

POP:/), in addition to bigger events such as BUDS and tour (BOTH).
- I can’t wait for next years’ tours, as social sec I would make the best Tour Bible (ever) and organize the loosest 

socials (of all time)! (you can claim me on both those statements, i bet you it’ll result in 0 eyebrow slits)
- If you need someone to talk to about anything (positive or negative), I’m a great listener! <3

Wow Alex your hair is so 
cool. – An anonymous snow 
member. (no, it’s not me)

A photo of me at a 
great surf social! (ur
welcome romz) As a 
social sec, I will make 
sure to maintain the 
close bond between 
the two clubs, I’ll do 
this by coordinating 
more joint socials!!

Me and the boyz (not 
literal boyz) at anything 
but clothes circle! Circles 
are a key aspect in the 
role of a social sec. As 
social sec, I would run 
the rowdiest of 
circles*(apparently i’m
very loud, ask people), 
while also looking 
awesome with cool and 
exciting circle themes! (i
am an excellent zumi zumi
player btw) *claim me on 
it, I DARE you.

BANTER NOT VICTORY (and 
amazing socials, vote alex.)

“Come to BUDS” –
Alex Pennington

“Oh Yeah!”-
Alex 
Pennington

If you vote for me I’ll buy 
you a Vialli’s! (gonna have 
to disclaim soz guys!)

Voting for me 
results in the club 
becoming even 
MORE loose!


